Ensuring the dependent variable is I(1).
2. Ensuring the independent variables are not explosive or higher orders of integration than I(1).
3. Estimating the ARDL model in error-correction form, and ensuring there is no autocorrelation. Dickinson and Lebo (2007) and Grant and Lebo (2016) .
Four contributions stand out in this article. First, I discuss why an additional time series procedure is necessary, given recent debates about the role of errorcorrection models (Esarey 2016; Grant and Lebo 2016; Helgason 2016; Keele, Linn and Webb 2016) . Second, I use Monte Carlo experiments to compare the performance of the ARDL-bounds cointegration test against existing alternatives, under a variety of scenarios that practitioners typically encounter. I also examine how well the model recovers substantively interesting effects, such as long-run multipliers or adjustment parameters. Third, I demonstrate the utility of the ARDL-bounds approach and the merits of dynamic interpretation through two replications. Finally, I conclude with guidelines for implementing this procedure, and introduce software programs designed to help practitioners with cointegration testing and exploring the substantive implications of their results.
Unit Roots and Cointegration in Time Series
Consider a general autoregressive distributed lag ARDL(p,q) model where a series, y t , is a function of a constant term, α 0 , past values of itself stretching back p periods, contemporaneous and lagged values of an independent variable, x t , of lag order q, and an independent, identically distributed error term:
The data-generation process for the dependent and independent variables determines how Equation 1 is estimated. If variables on both the left-and right-hand side are I(0), they will exhibit constant mean, variance, and covariance, and the ARDL (p,q) shown in Equation 1 may be used. 3 Since additional lags may induce multicollinearity, lag order restrictions are often imposed. A common restriction is the ARDL(1,1)
3 The stationarity condition for y t is given as | ∑ p i=1 α i | < 1. Such variables are said to be covariance stationary.
model:
y t = α 0 + α 1 y t−1 + β 0 x t + β 1 x t−1 + ε t (2)
The contemporaneous effect of x t on y t is given by β 0 . The magnitude of α 1 informs us about the "memory" of y t (De Boef and Keele 2008) . Assuming 0 < α 1 < 1, larger values indicate that movements in y t take longer to dissipate. 4 The long-run effect (or long-run multiplier) is the total effect that a change in x t has on y t . It is given as κ 1 = (β 0 +β 1 )
(1−α 1 ) , and its variance is typically approximated using the delta method.
The generalized error-correction model (GECM) may also be used if all variables are I(0); the most common form is the one-step GECM:
∆y t = α 0 + α * 1 y t−1 + β 0 ∆x t + β *
where the first-difference of y t is a function of a constant term, α 0 , its own lag, y t−1 , the first-difference of x t and its lag, x t−1 , and an i.i.d. error term, ε t . Although the GECM is algebraically equivalent to the ARDL(1,1) model, interpretation changes.
Contemporaneous effects of a change in x t on y t are still given by β 0 . The rate of adjustment, or the speed at which the total effect of a change of x t accumulates in y t , is given by α * 1 . It is used in calculating the long-run multiplier,
Although obtaining variance estimates of the short-run effect is straightforward, the variance around κ 1 must be approximated using the Bewley transformation or the 4 Values of α 1 greater than one suggest an explosive series or model misspecification. Values less than zero suggest the series is over-correcting or oscillating;
this is rare in the social sciences.
delta method (De Boef and Keele 2008 ).
The GECM is also ideal for when the dependent and independent variables are I(1) and cointegrating. In our bivariate example, if there exists some linear combination of the two I(1) series that results in a stationary series, they are said to be cointegrating. Testing is often performed using the Engle-Granger "two-step" approach (Engle and Granger 1987) , which involves regressing y t on x t : Even if both series are I(1), there may not always be an underlying cointegrating relationship between them. Practitioners often conflate re-equilibration with errorcorrection, and fail to test for cointegration (Grant and Lebo 2016) . 7 Even if x t and y t are I(1), without cointegration, there cannot be a long-run relationship between them, since (rewriting Equation 4) the linear combination of the series, z t = (y t−1 − 5 The is true for any k series, which can have up to k −1 cointegrating relationships. 6 This condition is sufficient but not necessary; one could use other models (e.g. first-differences). I focus on I(1) series since higher orders of integration are rare in political science, although this excludes the possibility of multi-cointegration (Enders 2010, pp. 380-382) . 7 While cointegrating relationships can be estimated using GECMs, estimating
GECMs does not necessarily mean two or more series are cointegrated.
κ 0 − κ 1 x t−1 ) will not be stationary. If all variables are I(1) but not cointegrating, the series can only be analyzed in first-differences, since there still may exist a short-run relationship.
The recommendations above are straightforward in theory. In practice, identifying the correct model is non-trivial. For one, unit-root tests often have size distortions and low power in small samples, making it difficult to determine whether a variable is I(0) or I(1) (Maddala and Kim 1998; Choi 2015) . This difficulty is compounded since users must test each variable in order to use models such as the GECM. Series may be so highly autoregressive (near-integrated) that testing procedures cannot distinguish it from an I(1) series (De Boef and Granato 1997) . Moreover, series may be fractionally integrated. While some scholars argue that these are common in political science (Box-Steffensmeier and Smith 1998; Lebo, Walker and Clarke 2000; Grant and Lebo 2016) , others remain skeptical (Pickup 2009; Keele, Linn and Webb 2016) . 8 In other words, with short series (less than 100), we are often at the mercy of our tests, and risk choosing models that are not reflective of the characteristics of our data.
As recent work has shown, many scholars have overlooked the crucial steps of testing for unit roots and cointegration (Grant and Lebo 2016) . Others find that complex model specifications tend to overfit and perform poorly in small samples (Keele, Linn and Webb 2016; Esarey 2016) . While these important contributions have identified potential problems, they leave users without a clear and easy-to-implement solution. As I show in the next section, a procedure already exists that greatly eases unit-root testing, includes a test for cointegration, and is simple to estimate. Moreover, when combined with dynamic simulations, these models can provide additional substantive interpretations.
A Comprehensive Approach to Time Series Analysis
The autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) model and associated bounds test of Pesaran, Shin and Smith (2001) is already popular in economics, but relatively unknown in political science. It is ideal for four reasons. First, although we may suspect that all regressors are I(1), an initial model can be estimated without having to rely on unit-root testing to distinguish between I(0) or I(1) regressors. Restrictions on the independent variables can then be imposed to avoid spurious conclusions of cointegration. Second, the one-step procedure for the initial cointegration test is similar to the GECM, making it easy to estimate. Third, the cointegration test is often straightforward to interpret. Fourth, this framework provides a comprehensive approach for practitioners.
The ARDL-bounds approach is shown in schematic form in Figure 1 . 9 As shown in step a, users must first establish if the dependent variable is I(1). To mitigate difficulties with unit-root testing, users should employ a suite of unit-root tests and account for the possibility of periodicity, drift, and deterministic trends. If the 9 For brevity I do not consider fractionally integrated relationships. I discuss strategies for handling these data in the Supplemental Materials. dependent variable is stationary, then cointegration is not possible, and any I(1) regressors must be first-differenced (step f ). After ensuring that all independent variables are stationary (step c), we must also check that no autocorrelation remains in the residuals (step i). As shown by step h in Figure 1 , if there is autocorrelation we can incorporate lags of the dependent and independent variables, or lagged first-differences if a regressor is I ( [ Figure 1 about here]
If the dependent variable is I(1), there may be cointegration. As shown in step b
in Figure 1 , we do not have to establish whether the regressors are I(0) or I(1); we of course suspect I(1), since we are testing for cointegration. However, we must ensure that there are no explosive series, seasonal unit-roots, or series higher than I(1) in any of the variables. Violation of these conditions invalidates the testing procedure.
Independent variables that are non-stationary of higher orders than I(1) must be differenced (step d) before moving forward. 10
Next, estimate the ARDL model in error-correction form (step e). Recall that a cointegrating relationship between an I(1) dependent variable, y t , and a weakly exogenous I(1) regressor, x t , can be written as: 11
If the residuals, z t , are stationary, there is evidence of cointegration. 12 In order to estimate this model, z t−1 is included in the following GECM:
rewritten, it becomes:
The unrestricted error-correction model referred to by Pesaran, Shin and Smith (2001, p. 293) forms the basis of the ARDL-bounds procedure. It involves multiplying through by −α and collecting terms in Equation 7:
In the context of cointegration, a variable is weakly exogenous if it, "does not respond to the discrepancy from the long-run equilibrium relationship" (Enders 2010, p. 407) .
12 If a deterministic trend was suspected in y t , Equation 5 becomes: y t =κ 0 +γT + κ 1 x t + z t . We could also exclude the drift term,κ 0 , or account for a deterministic trend in x t .
where α * 0 = (α 0 + ακ 0 ) and θ 0 = −α. As with the GECM, the coefficient on the lagged value of x t , θ 1 = ακ 1 , can be combined with the lagged dependent variable to extract the long-run multiplier. The contemporaneous effect is given by β 0 . Since residual autocorrelation may be problematic, up to q lags of the first-difference of the independent variables, and up to p lags of the first-difference of the dependent variable, may be included in order to purge serial autocorrelation from ε t (steps g and k) (Pesaran, Shin and Smith 2001, p. 299) . Theory and information criteria should be used to specify lag structure, and autocorrelation tests used to ensure white-noise residuals. The resulting model appears as:
After estimating the ARDL-bounds model in Equation 9, and ensuring whitenoise residuals (steps g and k), the next step is to conduct the bounds test (step n). It tests the null hypothesis of no cointegration between the dependent variable and any regressors included in the cointegrating equation (Pesaran, Shin and Smith 2001, pp. 294-295) . Only regressors that enter into the equation in levels (e.g. 
under the null hypothesis that no cointegrating relationship exists between x t and y t .
Rejecting H 0 indicates that there is a cointegrating relationship between the series.
In addition to the F-test, a one-sided t-test may be used to test the null hypothesis that the coefficient on the lagged dependent variable is equal to zero: H 0 : θ 0 = 0. The alternative hypothesis is that θ 0 < 0, which suggests cointegration. This is known as the bounds t-test.
The critical value bounds for the F-and t-statistics are non-standard, and depend on the number of regressors appearing in levels, as well as the restrictions placed on the intercept and trend. 13 Asymptotic critical values for the t-and F-statistics can be found in Pesaran, Shin and Smith (2001, pp. 300-304) , while small-sample critical values for the F-statistic can be found in Narayan (2005 Narayan ( , pp. 1987 Narayan ( -1990 . No smallsample critical values are currently available for the t-test, so in small samples it should only be used for confirmatory purposes. Interpretation of the bounds test is illustrated in Figure 2 . Three possibilities result:
[Figure 2 about here]
If the value of the F-statistic is lower than the stationary critical value, then we cannot reject the null hypothesis that there is no cointegrating relationship (step q in Figure 1 ); in fact, we can conclude that all independent variables appearing in levels are stationary, without having to conduct any further unit-root testing. If this is 13 Dummy variables may be included without compromising the asymptotic properties of the tests, as long as they tend towards zero as the series increases (Pesaran, Shin and Smith 2001, p. 307) . The cointegration test does not account for the possibility of seasonal unit roots (Pesaran, Shin and Smith 2001, p. 291) , or other forms of periodicity, so these should be pre-whitened out accordingly.
the case, the final model specification is the first-difference of the dependent variable regressed on up to l lags of the independent variables appearing in levels, as well as up to p and q lags of the first differences of the dependent and independent variables necessary to remove autocorrelation (step r):
If the value of the F-statistic is higher than the I(1) critical value, not only are all series I(1), there also exists a cointegrating relationship between them. No further unit-root testing of the regressors is required, as shown by step o in Figure   1 . Evidence suggests that the resulting ARDL model in error-correction form is correctly specified, and that cointegration exists between the dependent variable and any independent variables appearing in levels.
If the F-statistic is between the stationary and I(1) critical values, the test is inconclusive. There could be a mix of stationary and I(1) regressors, and cointegration among the I(1) variables and the dependent variable may still exist. However, further testing is required. As shown by step m in Figure 1 , the next step is to conduct unit-root tests for each independent variable. Since I(0) variables cannot possibly have a cointegrating relationship with an I(1) dependent variable, they should only enter into the model in first-differenced form. 14 After re-running the ARDL model in error-correction form (step e), conduct the bounds test for cointegration (step n) on the remaining I(1) regressors. If a conclusive result is reached, no further testing is required. If the test is still inconclusive, the next step is to start excluding combinations of I(1) regressors from appearing in the cointegrating equation (having a θ coefficient in Equation 9), and repeat steps e and n. If, after iterating through the possible combinations of independent variables, there is still no conclusive result from the bounds test, then we can conclude no cointegration. Since short-run effects between I(1) variables may still exist, the final model can be estimated in first-differences.
Evaluating the t-statistic is exactly the opposite as the F-statistic; if the value of the t-statistic is lower than the I(1) critical value, than we can reject the null hypothesis of no cointegrating relationship. If the value of the t-statistic falls above the I(0) critical value, then we cannot reject the null hypothesis. Just as with the F-statistic, if the critical value falls between the bounds, the test is inconclusive, and more precise testing of the regressors is necessary. That is to say, we would next use unit-root testing to isolate out only the I(1) variables and iterate through them as needed in order to conclude either cointegration (step o) or all I(0) regressors (step q).
Monte Carlo Evidence
The key component to the ARDL-bounds procedure is the cointegration test, since it ultimately determines our conclusions about the relationships between variables.
How does its performance compare to existing approaches? To evaluate this, I present two Monte Carlo experiments. The first focuses on finding evidence of cointegration when it does not exist (Type I error), while the second investigates failing to detect cointegration when it exists (Type II error).
To evaluate the ability of the bounds cointegration test to avoid Type I error, I generated an I(1) dependent variable, y t , for series of length T = 35, 50, 80. 15 Next, four independent variables, x kt (where k = 1, 2, 3, 4), were generated. These were completely unrelated to y t , or to one another:
The stochastic components η t and ν kt are i.i.d. and independent from each other. As discussed earlier, detection of stationary variables is difficult in short series. To see the consequences of erroneously including an I(0) regressor when all other variables are I(1), I allow the autoregressive process for x 1t , ϕ 1 , to vary from 0.0 to 1.0 by increments of 0.20. All other independent variables are I(1) (i.e., ϕ k = 1 ∀k ̸ = 1).
Next, I ran the ARDL-bounds model:
The number of lagged first-differences of y t and each x kt to include in Equation 14 was 15 To mitigate issues involving initial conditions (Balke and Fomby 1997) , I created a burn-in period of T = 100 for all simulations.
determined via SBIC for each of the 500 simulations conducted for all combinations of T , k, and ϕ 1x . 16 After estimating Equation 14, an F-test of the null hypothesis 19 Lag-order selection was the same as the Engle-Granger procedure. Results of r ̸ = 1 were recorded as no evidence of Type I error.
[ Figure 3 about here]
The performance of the bounds test is notable in a number of ways. Not surprisingly, I find evidence that it, along with other cointegration tests, perform poorly in small samples. However, this is only when the length of the series is small and the number of regressors large. Even then, the rate of Type I error using the bounds test is often half that of the other cointegration tests, and remains robust to erroneously including an I (0) 
The errors ν kt and η t are independent. This data-generation process yields an adjust- [ Figure 4 about here]
A number of important findings stand out from these two experiments on cointegration. The bounds test has the lowest Type I error across all scenarios; moderate Type I error (20 percent) occurs only when there are four regressors and 50 observations or less. While the bounds test is largely unaffected, the Johansen test tends to experience a rapid increase in Type I error rates when an I(0) regressor is included.
Although the Engle-Granger test has the lowest Type II error rates, the bounds test tends to perform better than the Johansen tests in all scenarios, except for a single regressor or short series.
In the Supplemental Materials I conduct eight additional Monte Carlo experiments. These include varying the adjustment parameter and long-run multiplier, using fractionally (co)integrated series, and examining the percentage of time a given cointegration test correctly or incorrectly diverges from the other three cointegration tests. I also examine the ability of the GECM and ARDL-bounds models to recover substantively interesting effects (e.g., short-and long-run effects, or the adjustment parameter). Many of the findings are consistent with those above; interested readers are directed to the brief summary in Table 1 [ Table 2 about here]
After ensuring that all regressors are first-order non-stationary or less (step b in Figure 1 ), I then estimated the ARDL model in error-correction form (step e). 25 Using SBIC, I found that the lag structure in the original model used by Kelly and Enns (2010) was optimal, given the data. This specification produced white-noise residuals, as evidenced by a battery of post-estimation diagnostics. Thus, the ARDLbounds model shown in Model 2 in Table 1 is identical to the original ECM in Model 1.
Since the model appears to be dynamically stable, we next use the bounds test to identify if a cointegrating relationship exists between support towards welfare policy, policy liberalism, and income inequality (step n in Figure 1 ). An Ftest that the parameters on the variables appearing in lagged levels-Wel f are t−1 , Figure 1 ). However, given that the test result was so close to the I(0) lower bound of the test, we may want to treat the result as inconclusive, which means that further testing is be needed. 26
Policy
Although the results of the cointegration test were borderline inconclusive with both policy liberalism and income inequality, a single regressor may still cointegrate with welfare policy mood. The next step is to test that the regressors are I(1), since any I(0) regressor can easily be excluded from the cointegrating equation (step m in Figure 1 ). Unit-root testing (available in the Supplemental Materials) indicated that both policy liberalism and income inequality are I(1).
Since unit-root testing did not narrow down which series should not appear in the cointegrating equation, I estimated two different models (step n). In Model 3, I test to see if only income inequality has a cointegrating relationship with public mood towards welfare. Therefore, policy liberalism does not appear in levels in Model 3.
In order to produce white-noise residuals (steps g and k), the lagged first-difference 26 Moreover, the one-sided bounds t-test on the significance of the lagged dependent variable, -3.46, falls between the asymptotic upper I(0) and lower I(1) critical bounds of -2.86 and -3.53, respectively; this supports the "inconclusive" decision. Volscho and Kelly (2012) Table 3 , Model 1. As Volscho and Kelly find, increases in Democratic strength in Congress, union membership, and the presence of divided government, tend to decrease the share of income held by the super-rich, but only in the long-run. In contrast, Democratic presidents have no effect.
[ Table 3 about here]
To implement the ARDL-bounds procedure, I first ensured that the dependent variable, Top 1% Share, was I(1), as shown in Table 4 (step a in Figure 1 ). After confirming that the regressors are I(1) or less (step b), I used SBIC to assist in lag selection for the ARDL model in error-correction form, the result of which is shown in Model 2 (step e). Although the authors may have had theoretical reasons to use the "dead-start" GECM, I find instead that a model of contemporaneous short-run effects has a lower SBIC. While theory should always guide model specification, users must ensure that the residuals are white-noise in order to run the bounds test; in this example, both the dead-start and standard GECM yielded white-noise residuals. 30
[ Table 4 about here]
30 Therefore, one could use the bounds test on either model.
Since Model 2 contains white-noise residuals, we can move onto cointegration testing using the bounds test (step n in Figure 1 ) Institutional and political factors may affect the income share of the top one percent, but only in the long-run.
Discussion and Conclusion
The two examples above represent a variety of situations that the ARDL-bounds approach is designed to handle. For the Kelly and Enns (2010) replication, I find no evidence of cointegration. Using the steps outlined in Figure 1 , I find no evidence that policy liberalism and income inequality affect welfare policy mood in the long-or short-run. For the Volscho and Kelly (2012) replication, I find evidence of cointegration; these findings support the authors' conclusions about the long-run effect of institutions and politics on the concentration of income of the top one percent. In the Supplemental Materials I also replicate Ura (2014) , and find evidence of cointegration.
31 This is confirmed analytically by calculating the long-run multiplier, which is 0.36 and is not statistically significantly different from zero.
Although the examples above are representative of most situations practitioners are likely to encounter, I briefly review how users should proceed, given their own theoretically-specified model: (a) Suggest cointegration: All variables appearing in levels appear to be I (1) and have a cointegrating relationship with the dependent variable. While the ARDL-bounds procedure provides a comprehensive approach to modeling time series and testing for cointegration, it is not a remedy for all problems.
34 I(0) variables could appear in levels in the final model without risking spurious regression.
First, like all time series models, it tends to perform poorly in small samples. As a precaution against overfitting, Keele, Linn and Webb (2016, p. 40 To aid in the use of this approach, this article has provided a step-by-step guide for practitioners, which can be used with any software package that contains unitroot, autocorrelation, and the F-and t-tests necessary for the bounds test (e.g., R, This article was motivated by a series of recent articles in the time series literature that stress the importance of careful unit-root and cointegration testing. To achieve this, I have advocated for the autoregressive distributed lag bounds approach. I have shown that the ARDL-bounds procedure starts with a theoretically-specified model and moves step-by-step to arrive at an informed conclusion. Through careful testing and model specification, the ARDL-bounds procedure is a powerful approach to a difficult problem in applied time series analysis.
Stata, or EViews
36 In Stata, these are pssbounds for displaying critical values of the bounds test and dynpss for creating dynamic simulations of the ARDL-bounds model (Philips 2016a,b) . The pss package implements these commands in R (Jordan and Philips 2016) . 
